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1. INTRODUCTION
A backup of the existing version of Domibus, including the configuration and the persistent data, must be
performed before starting the upgrade of Domibus to allow for rollback to the previous version in case of
problems.
The purpose of this document is to describe the details of making a backup and restore it, if it is needed.
The following steps in each category assume that Domibus is currently running on a WebLogic or a WildFly
application server, or on a Tomcat servlet container. We will further use the term application server when
referring to any of these setups.
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2. PROCEDURE BASED ON THE APPLICATION SERVER
There are two scenarios to upgrade to Domibus current version: reuse the same application server instance
or install a new one. The steps specific to each scenario are described below.

2.1. Using the same Application Server instance
In this scenario, the user reuses the same application server instance to upgrade to Domibus current
version. The backup and restore steps are complex.
2.1.1. Backup

1. Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages while Domibus previous version is deployed, depending on
your specific application server, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1)
or WebLogic (see $6.1);
2. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus previous version application is deployed;
3. Create a backup of the application server configuration and logs;
4. Create a backup of the Domibus WAR application or make sure you still have access to the official
distribution of the current version;
5. Create a backup of all of the application server startup arguments.

2.1.2. Upgrade

Remember to port the ongoing JMS messages from the previous Domibus version to the current Domibus
version.
1. Run the upgrade process in the current application server instance (details not in the scope if this
document);
2. Port the previous Domibus version ongoing JMS messages after Domibus current version is successfully
upgraded, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2), WildFly (see $7.2) or WebLogic (see
$6.2).

2.1.3. Restore

1. [Optional, assuming the JMS Server running] Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages while Domibus
current version is deployed. Follow the individual steps corresponding to the application server you are
using: Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1);
2. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus current version application is deployed;
3. Restore the previous application server configuration and logs;
4. Restore the Domibus previous version WAR application;
5. Restore the previous application server startup arguments;
6. Start the application server on which the Domibus previous version application is deployed;
7. Restore the previous Domibus version ongoing JMS messages after the previous Domibus is
successfully restored, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2), WildFly (see $7.2) or
WebLogic (see $6.2).
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2.2. Using a new instance of the Application Server
In this scenario, the user installs a new application server instance to upgrade to Domibus current version.
The backup and restore steps are less complex.
2.2.1. Backup

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages while Domibus previous version is deployed: depending on your
setup, follow the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).
2.2.2. Upgrade

Remember to port the ongoing JMS messages from the old Domibus previous version application to the
new Domibus current version one.
1. Run the upgrade process in the new application server instance (details are not in the scope if this
document);
2. Port the Domibus previous version ongoing JMS messages once the Domibus current version is
successfully upgraded, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2), WildFly (see $7.2) or
WebLogic (see $6.2).

2.2.3. Restore

1. (This first step is optional and has to be completed only if the JMS Server is running) Create a backup of
ongoing JMS messages while Domibus current version is deployed. Depending on your specific
application server, follow the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic
(see $6.1);
2. Restore the previous Domibus version ongoing JMS messages once the previous Domibus is
successfully restored, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2), WildFly (see $7.2) or
WebLogic (see $6.2).
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3. DATABASE
Domibus current version comes with a new improved database schema, built around the use of dictionary
data. Because of these changes, the database migration is a big step in the upgrade procedure. The user
will create a snapshot of their database before attempting the upgrade procedure. This snapshot could be
later used to revert the database to its previous working state.

3.1. Using the same Application Server instance
3.1.1. Backup

1. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus previous version application is deployed;
2. Create a snapshot of your current MySQL (see $8.1) or Oracle (see $9.1) database, including all the
tenants in case of a multitenancy setup.

3.1.2. Upgrade

Run the upgrade process in the same database instance (details not in the scope if this document).
3.1.3. Restore

1. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus current version applications is deployed;
2. Restore the snapshot of your previous MySQL (see $8.2) or Oracle (see $9.2) database, including all the
tenants in case of a multitenancy.

3.2. Using a new instance of the Application Server
3.2.1. Backup

1. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus previous version application is deployed;
2. Create a snapshot of your current MySQL or Oracle database, including all the tenants in case of a
multitenancy setup;
3. Clone the current MySQL or Oracle database in the new database instance restoring the snapshot
created in the previous step, including all the tenants in case of a multitenancy setup.

3.2.2. Upgrade

Run the upgrade process in the new database instance (details are not in the scope if this document).
3.2.3. Restore

No actions needed since the current database instance has not been altered by the upgrade process.
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4. DOMIBUS CONFIGURATION
There are two scenarios to upgrade to Domibus current version: reusing the same Domibus configuration
location or installing in a new one. The specific steps are described below.

4.1. Domibus is kept in the original location
In this scenario, the user reuses the same Domibus configuration location to upgrade to Domibus current
version. The backup and restore steps are complex.
4.1.1. Backup

1. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus previous version application is deployed.
2. Create a backup of the Domibus configuration, referenced by the domibus.conf.location system
property that is passed to the server startup arguments.
3. Create a backup of all the plugins or extensions used by Domibus.
a. FS-Plugin
i. Create a backup of the location for messages managed by the FS-Plugin (location
defined in property fsplugin.messages.location);
ii. Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin send queue (property
fsplugin.send.queue) while Domibus previous version is deployed, depending on your
specific application server, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly
(see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).
b. JMS Plugin
i.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the JMS-Plugin queues (properties
jmsplugin.queue.in, jmsplugin.queue.out, jmsplugin.queue.reply,
jmsplugin.queue.consumer.notification.error,
jmsplugin.queue.producer.notification.error, jmsplugin.queue.*.queue,
DOMAIN.jmsplugin.queue.*.queue) while Domibus previous version is deployed,
depending on your specific application server, following the individual steps for
Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

4. [Optional, assuming payloads are saved on disk] Create a backup of the location where payloads are
saved on the file system (location defined in property domibus.attachment.storage.location).

4.1.2. Upgrade

Remember to port the ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin and JMS Plugin from the old Domibus
previous version application to the new Domibus current version one.
Run the upgrade process in the current Domibus configuration location (details not in the scope if this
document).
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4.1.3. Restore

1. [Optional, assuming the JMS Server running] Create a backup of all the plugins or extensions used by
Domibus, while Domibus current version is deployed.
a. FS-Plugin
i.

Create a backup of the location for messages managed by the FS-Plugin (location
defined in property fsplugin.messages.location);

ii.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin send queue (property
fsplugin.send.queue) while Domibus current version is deployed, depending on your
specific application server, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1),
WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

b. JMS Plugin
i.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the JMS-Plugin queues (properties
jmsplugin.queue.in (http://jmsplugin.queue.in), jmsplugin.queue.out,
jmsplugin.queue.reply, jmsplugin.queue.consumer.notification.error,
jmsplugin.queue.producer.notification.error, jmsplugin.queue.*.queue,
DOMAIN.jmsplugin.queue.*.queue) while Domibus current version is deployed,
depending on your specific application server, following the individual steps for
Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

2. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus current version application is deployed.
3. Restore the backup of the previous Domibus configuration.
4. Restore any backups of the previous Domibus plugins or extensions.
a. FS-Plugin
i.

Restore the backup of the previous location for Domibus current version messages
managed by the FS-Plugin (location defined in property fsplugin.messages.location).

5. Restore the previous Domibus JMS messages after Domibus previous version is successfully restored,
following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2), WildFly (see $7.2) or WebLogic (see $6.2).
6. [Optional, assuming payloads saved on disk] Restore any backup of the location where payloads are
saved on the file system (location defined in property domibus.attachment.storage.location).

4.2. Domibus installed in a new location
In this scenario, the user installs a new Domibus configuration location when upgrading Domibus to current
version.
4.2.1. Backup

1. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus previous version application is deployed.
2. Create a backup of all the plugins or extensions used by Domibus.
a. FS-Plugin
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i.

Create a backup of the location for messages managed by the FS-Plugin (location
defined in property fsplugin.messages.location);

ii.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin send queue (property
fsplugin.send.queue) while Domibus previous version is deployed, depending on your
specific application server, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1),
WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

b. JMS Plugin
i.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the JMS-Plugin queues (properties
jmsplugin.queue.in (http://jmsplugin.queue.in), jmsplugin.queue.out,
jmsplugin.queue.reply, jmsplugin.queue.consumer.notification.error,
jmsplugin.queue.producer.notification.error, jmsplugin.queue.*.queue,
DOMAIN.jmsplugin.queue.*.queue) while Domibus previous version is deployed,
depending on your specific application server, following the individual steps for
Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

3. [Optional, assuming payloads saved on disk] Create a backup of the location where payloads are saved
on the file system (location defined in property domibus.attachment.storage.location).

4.2.2. Upgrade

Remember to port the ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin and JMS Plugin from the old Domibus
previous version application to the new Domibus current version one.
1. Run the upgrade process in the current Domibus configuration location (details not in the scope if this
document).
2. Port the previous Domibus version ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin and JMS Plugin after
Domibus current version is successfully upgraded, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2),
WildFly (see $7.2) or WebLogic (see $6.2).

4.2.3. Restore

1. [Optional, assuming the JMS Server running] Create a backup of all the plugins or extensions used by
Domibus, while Domibus current version is deployed.
a. FS-Plugin
i.

Create a backup of the location for messages managed by the FS-Plugin (location
defined in property fsplugin.messages.location);

ii.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the FS-Plugin send queue (property
fsplugin.send.queue) while Domibus current version is deployed, depending on your
specific application server, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.1),
WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

b. JMS Plugin
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i.

Create a backup of ongoing JMS messages of the JMS-Plugin queues (properties
jmsplugin.queue.in (http://jmsplugin.queue.in), jmsplugin.queue.out,
jmsplugin.queue.reply, jmsplugin.queue.consumer.notification.error,
jmsplugin.queue.producer.notification.error, jmsplugin.queue.*.queue,
DOMAIN.jmsplugin.queue.*.queue) while Domibus current version is deployed,
depending on your specific application server, following the individual steps for
Tomcat (see $5.1), WildFly (see $7.1) or WebLogic (see $6.1).

2. Shut down the application server on which the Domibus current version application is deployed.
3. Restore any backups of the previous Domibus plugins or extensions.
a. FS-Plugin
i.

Restore the backup of the previous location for Domibus current version messages
managed by the FS-Plugin (location defined in property fsplugin.messages.location).

4. Restore the previous Domibus version ongoing JMS messages after the previous Domibus is
successfully restored, following the individual steps for Tomcat (see $5.2), WildFly (see $7.2) or
WebLogic (see $6.2).
5. [Optional, assuming payloads saved on disk] Restore any backup of the location where payloads are
saved on the file system (location defined in property domibus.attachment.storage.location).
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5. JMS CONFIGURATION WHEN USING TOMCAT
The following instructions assume Tomcat has been configured with ActiveMQ using KahaDB as its
persistence adapter.

5.1. Export JMS messages
The user will create a backup of the KahaDB directory containing all the persisted files.
1. Stop the Tomcat server and wait for the ActiveMQ process to exit normally.
2. The ActiveMQ connector listens on port 1199 by default so wait for any processes to exit successfully
before continuing.
3. Create a backup of the KahaDB directory.

5.2. Restore JMS messages
The user will use the backup created in the previous step to restore the KahaDB persisted files.
1. Stop the Tomcat server and wait for the ActiveMQ process to exit normally.
2. The ActiveMQ connector listens on port 1199 by default so wait for any processes to exit successfully
before continuing.
3. Restore the content of the KahaDB directory.
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6. JMS CONFIGURATION WHEN USING WEBLOGIC
If the WebLogic server is running in production mode, please remember to lock your domain before doing
any of the edit changes below.

6.1. Export JMS messages
The user will create backup files containing all of the ongoing JMS messages.
1. Start the WebLogic application server and log into the Admin Console.
2. Pause the consumption of the JMS Servers
a. Go to the current_domain → Deployments → Control;
b. Select the current Domibus deployment;
c. Select Stop → When work completes as showed below:

d. Go to the current_domain → Services → Messaging → JMS Servers → current_jms_server →
Control;
e. Select all the JMS Servers;
f. Select Consumption → Pause from the menu as showed below:

g. Confirm by clicking on Yes;
h. Go to the current_domain → Services → Messaging → JMS Modules → current_jms_module;
i. Export all the messages for each JMS resource;
i.

Click on the JMS resource name inside the Summary of Resources table →
Monitoring;

ii.

Select each destination in turn and click the Show Messages button

iii.

Select all ongoing message;
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iv.

Select Export → Export All;

v.

Finish the export wizard.

Each backup file should include the JMS resource and the destination in its file name for easy restoring later
on. The messages must be restored in their corresponding JMS resources in the other application server.

6.2. Restore JMS messages
The user will use the backup created in the previous step to restore any ongoing JMS messages.
1. Start the WebLogic application server and log into the Admin Console;
2. Pause the consumption of the JMS Servers
a. Go to the current_domain → Deployments → Control;
b. Select the current Domibus deployment;
c. Select Stop → When work completes as showed below:

d. Go to the current_domain → Services → Messaging → JMS Servers → current_jms_server →
Control;
e. Select all the JMS Servers;
f. Select Consumption → Pause from the menu, as showed below:

g. Confirm by choosing Yes;
h. Go to the current_domain → Services → Messaging → JMS Modules → current_jms_module;
i. Import all the messages into their corresponding JMS resource:
i.

Click on the JMS resource name inside the Summary of Resources table →
Monitoring;

ii.

Select the corresponding destinations and click the Show Messages button

iii.

Select Import:
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iv.

Finish the import wizard.
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7. JMS CONFIGURATION WHEN USING WILDFLY
7.1. Export JMS messages
The user will export all the message data using the Artemis CLI tool.
1. Stop the WildFly server;
2. Export the message data using the Artemis CLI tool.

7.2. Restore JMS messages
The user will import all the message data created during the previous step using the Artemis CLI tool:
1. Stop the WildFly server;
2. Export the message data using the Artemis CLI tool
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8. MYSQL DATABASE SNAPSHOTS
The following instructions are not optimised for the specific setup of the user. For performance or speed of
execution, other approaches should be explored or favoured when available (e.g. using cloud backup
capabilities, relying on DBA, infrastructure experts etc.).

8.1. Create a snapshot
The user must create a backup of all the databases used by the current Domibus installation: these
databases also include the general user database and the domain databases in case of a multitenancy
setup.
Create a database dump file for each database:
mysqldump -u root -p database_name > database_name.sql
For more options, please check the mysqldump documentation on
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/mysqldump.html#mysqldump-option-summary.

8.2. Restore a snapshot
The user will use the snapshots created in the previous step to restore the specific databases to their
previous states.
Restore every database from all existing database dump files tool:
mysql database_name < database_name.sql
For more options, please check the mysql documentation on
https://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/8.0/en/mysql-command-options.html .
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9. ORACLE DATABASE SNAPSHOTS
The following instructions are not optimised for the specific setup of the user. For performance or speed of
execution, other approaches should be explored or favoured when available (e.g. using cloud backup
capabilities, relying on DBA, infrastructure experts, etc.).

9.1. Create a snapshot
Create a database dump file for each schema:
expdp username/password@instance DIRECTORY=DATA_PUMP_DIR DUMPFILE=username.dmp
For more options, please check the Data Pump Export documentation on
https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/sutil/oracle-data-pump-exportutility.html.
ORA-39087 / ORA-31631
If the import user does not have access to read from and write to the directory, the impdp utility will throw
one of the following errors:
ORA-39087: directory name DATA_PUMP_DIR is
invalid

or
ORA-31631: privileges are required

This can be fixed by granting - as the SYS user - the user correct permissions to the DATA_PUMP_DIR
directory:
-- CONNECT SYS/...@instance AS SYSDBA
-- grant permissions to the user to export to the DATA_PUMP_DIR directory
GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DATA_PUMP_DIR TO username
/

9.2. Restore a snapshot
The user will use snapshots created in the previous step to restore the specific schemas to their previous
states.
Restore every schema from all existing database dump files:
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impdp username/password@instance DIRECTORY=DATA_PUMP_DIR DUMPFILE=username.dmp
For more options, please check the Data Pump Import documentation on
https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/sutil/datapump-import-utility.html.

ORA-39087 / ORA-31631
If the import user does not have access to read from and write to the directory, the impdp utility will throw
one of the following errors:
ORA-39087: directory name DATA_PUMP_DIR is
invalid

or
ORA-31631: privileges are required

This can be fixed by granting - as the SYS user - the user correct permissions to the DATA_PUMP_DIR
directory:
-- CONNECT SYS/...@instance AS SYSDBA
-- grant permissions to the user to import from the DATA_PUMP_DIR directory
GRANT READ, WRITE ON DIRECTORY DATA_PUMP_DIR TO username
/
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10. CONTACT INFORMATION
CEF Support Team
By email: CEF-EDELIVERY-SUPPORT@ec.europa.eu
SUPPORT Service: 8am to 6pm (Normal EC working Days)
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